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Abstract—Peer to peer (P2P) network is an approach of connecting computers in such a way that all connected computers share equivalent responsibility for processing data. The aim of this study to discuss the current Trends of P2P networks, which includes broad catching, new knowledge development in P2P and wireless devices in P2P. Later in this study P2P characteristics along with its challenges will be explored. Later this study will highlight on future trends of P2P such as, videos, audio casting and P2P mobile applications. Finally this study will conclude with future work in this field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Peer-to-peer (P2P) network usually implemented and utilized by relatively powerful modern personal computers to not only act as client but server as well. Today the modern personal computers (PCs) are equipped with fast processor, large memory, and a huge hard disk; and still using the common tasks for example, emailing and Web searching. Today’s modern PCs usually act simultaneously as a client (peer) and server (peer) for several emerging applications. In this model a server peer typically consists of enormous resources and responsible to respond to all requests for any resources and data from client peer. Client peer here are usually initiating requests for resources or data from server peer, for example, Web Searching in this client/server model. In case of P2P, the job of the Server peer and Client peer is the same like Web Server and/or Web Client, but they are capable of much more. Following are the some of the advantages of P2P over client/server networking [1], [2]:

1) Here data and resources are sharable at both the center and at the edge of the network;
2) Here a peer is more reliable and scalable, single server failure means single peer failure;
3) Here processors are also sharable;
4) Here each peer, share data and resources directly and they are directly accessible;
5) Here each peer, participate in distributed manner;
6) Here all local data and resources are sharable directly without any help of intermediate Server;
7) Here multipoint communication is allowed without relying on IP multicast infrastructure.

The study will review and explore the powers of P2P networking. The paper is divided into 6 sections. Section 2 will review the current trends of P2P; section 3 will explore the characteristics of P2P networking; section 4 will explore challenges of P2P; section 5 will cover future trends of P2P and section 6 will conclude the paper.

II. CURRENT TRENDS

This section will review the current status of the P2P networking.

A. Broad-catching

Broad-catching is the term used for the downloading of digital content that has been made available over the Internet using RSS (Rich Site Summary). As connectivity speed is increasing and users are exploring new ways to access information, the demand of P2P is also increasing. Broad-catching is becoming a buzz word in the field of P2P connectivity, used to combine Bittorent and RSS feeds in such a way that each peer on Bittorent application will receive the updated information as it is available on any other peer. In this way no need to search for the latest, for example, video on demands can been seen, when received the RSS feed [3], [4].

B. P2P Knowledge Development

P2P can use knowledge development, in which new knowledge can be developed. This new knowledge actually collects relevant information of different fields and combined it to produce new list from diverse resources. If peer is in need of some information, which is actually not available completely on any host, but it could be developed with the help of available related content.
This is only possible if all peers can define the semantic of the contents using some sort of ontology [3].

C. Gaming on Wireless Devices using P2P Network

Currently wireless media is very powerful and capable of streaming high-quality videos. TV facility and high-quality video streaming on mobile phones are common in several countries. If current Smart-phones are capable of doing it, then they are also capable of playing games using these devices as P2P networks. The gaming architecture than capable of registering the peer at server level and searching for partner also at server level, than both peer can establish connection through server, later on both peer directly start playing the game without any role of server [3], [5].

D. Powerful Content Search

The mechanism of P2P search is based on both centralized and/or decentralized architecture. P2P can play an important role in searching as to return result to the peer, which was fetch from different super peers. Optimization is achievable by tracking the super peers and relevancy is also achievable by returning most relevant search results. In this mechanism other super peers if searching for same search could establish close connection with that super peer and possibly share with them search queries and contents. This will no doubt reduce query resolution time [3], [6].

III. CHARACTERISTICS

P2P can be found as distributed, centralized and hybrid network [7]. According to reference [8] there are 9 characteristics of P2P systems and they are:

1) Relevant resources are located at the peer
2) All resources are shared by peers are voluntarily nature
3) Widely distributed and largely replicated resource locations
4) The norm of P2P is variable connectivity – here peers are often active for limited time only and operation behind firewalls is possible
5) Server and Client functionality is combined
6) Direct interaction between peer-to-peer is possible with interference of any intermediate peer (Server)
7) All peers are autonomous and having same rights
8) No need of central control
9) Self organizing mechanism

IV. CHALLENGES

The recent robust performance of processors cost of memory and emergence of current broadband access though DSL (or cable in some cases), allows the emergence of a P2P. P2P use modern PCs to spread contents among other peers as P2P application builds an overlay of connecting these peers. Current P2P suffer from several limitations as follows in reference [9]:

1) Due to uncontrolled interference among peers, live video streaming or even telephony results face poor quality or lack of service is encountered
2) The overlay built by peers not synchronized with the underlay (actual network) due to inefficient use of network resources and poor performance
3) The design is based on free-riding mechanism and selfish user behavior
4) Security is absence, and it is not possible to give guarantee on contents – quality and diversity, and integrity.

In Short, P2P is currently popular and will grow to be popular as low cost alternative client/service delivery tool. However, current P2P, lack the quality service of such standards; not secure; and no doubt uncontrolled [9]. And according to reference [8] there are several quality challenges of P2P, which includes “distributed character”; “undefined scale”; “peer fluctuation”; “peer heterogeneity” and “static configurations are insufficient”. Other important challenges are: “video streaming over P2P”, [10]; “Supporting non-liner and non-continuous media access over P2P” [11]; “support complex and heterogeneous decentralized environments” [12]; “stability of target systems”; “the latency of forward of nodes among multiple layers”; “dependency of communications among nodes” and many more [13].

V. FUTURE OF P2P

P2P is becoming more popular as broadband speed is increasing, but today’s P2P is not the same, which researcher and developers are looking at it. P2P need to bring some revolution as Napster did in late 90’s or Skype did it in last decade. Following are few fields, where P2P can play an important role [14]:

1) Search engines – P2P can play as future of search engines as every node (user) will be crawler itself
2) Video and audio casting – P2P can play video streaming from multiple users as a copy of a file available in different parts of the world. The project “Joost” has been started by the creators of Kazaa and Skype. It will work like a TV on demand service, but will be based on P2P, where clients connect to the network and download TV programs.
3) Mobile P2P applications – with the emergence of smart phones, there is a huge possibility that mobile P2P applications will be created as there are several PC P2P applications, for example, Mobile P2P messengers, mobile P2P file sharing, mobile P2P IP telephony, audio and video mobile P2P streaming and other media. Skype P2P and BlueTalk are the good example already developed.
4) E-commerce – P2P can enable e-commerce to remove the centralized system and promote C2C along with B2B and B2C. For P2P e-commerce, several things to be considered, for example, secure communication, transparent transactions
and standardized workflow based on sales process. Also P2P e-commerce advertisement and location awareness is the main concerned.

5) **P2P grid** – P2P grid will be composed of an extremely large number of individual machines, for example SETI@home project and Folding@home project [15]

6) **P2P cloud** – P2P is integrating its techniques into cloud to get reliable cloud storage, which is future of storage infrastructure [16]

7) **Multimedia P2P** – multimedia P2P is a not only popular currently, but will be more power tool in future, by introducing and identifying the emergence of network protocols and quality of service support over P2P networks [17]

8) **P2P LTE SON** – P2P will play an important role in LTE Self-Organizing Network (SON), the possibility of use of P2P technologies for search algorithm, topology aware and load balancing aspects etc. [18].

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper Authors has given overview and introduction to P2P network, then discussed its current trends like broad-casting, new knowledge development and wireless in P2P, challenges were explored, characteristics of P2P were discussed, and then future applications of P2P networks, were explored too. For example, role of P2P in search engines; audio & video casting; mobile applications; e-commerce; from grid to cloud; multimedia; and self-organizing networks are few examples. P2P network is very vast and still being discovered and developed, not only for file transfer, but also real time media streaming, VoIP, distributed computing, etc. The future of P2P will see new emergence in technology advancements.
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